
17th April 2020 

Let’s Hui 

 

Kia Ora, 
 
On Thursday, the Prime Minister provided more information on what to expect when Alert Level Three 
is implemented. While it appears that we will finally have an excuse for a quick McDonald’s run, there 
isn’t much to cheer about for the Business Events industry. It seems we have to wait a little while 
longer until we get some clarity on what our future will start to look like. 
 
In the meantime, how can we start to gain a little more control, take a little more action of our own 
destiny? During our virtual coffee session this week, we talked about reaching out to local MPs and 
sharing with them the impact on our industry, to educate as to why it is so important we maintain a 
strong and robust industry. I was asked to share some messaging, so we have an aligned voice, and 
would suggest using the following information: 
 
Key talking points: 
 
• The business events (BE) industry is the confluence of business customers from the tourism and 
events industries. The unique differentiator of BE customers from other tourism and event customers 
is that they identify themselves with business and associations. This determines their preferred ways 
of considering, buying and experiencing events and activities. 
 
• Similar to the leisure tourism sector, the value of the business events industry for New Zealand is 
not only financial. The social and cultural value is immense. On a per-person basis, BE customers 
contribute significantly greater value per visitor than other sectors. The key reason for many visitors to 
New Zealand is the pull of a business event, which is often used as a reason to extend stay and 
return 
 
• The economic impacts of COVID-19 are decimating the BE industry in New Zealand. As an industry, 
excluding Air New Zealand, the loss of revenue in 2020 is estimated conservatively to be $322m 
(70% of $455m), which excludes an estimated $1B for Fieldays. At an operator level, many medium 
and small businesses in the BE industry have stopped operating and are financially disadvantaged in 
their ability to generate new business or retain key and highly skilled staff. 
 
• Forecasting 2021 losses is speculative. With international business events at best severely reduced, 
and with domestic demand uncertain, income for most operators is likely to remain below 50% of pre-
COVID-19 levels. 
 
The Minister of Tourism himself has said that no other industry has been impacted as severely as 
ours. “Overwhelming” is how he described it during the webinar on Wednesday, with Stephen 
England-Hall and Cam Wallace. We agree. CINZ has therefore asked the Minister of Tourism for 
extended financial support for the next six months (as required) in wage subsidies as well as financial 
support for infrastructure and operations, given our industry has endured close to 100% revenue 
reduction. 
 
We are, however, excited about the opportunity to partner with Tourism New Zealand on the new 
strategy for Tourism, focusing, of course, on Business Events. We will be seeking input, however we 
are currently refining the framework, so please, watch this space. 
 
Thank you for all the great feedback we have had about the Virtual Coffee morning, The Hui and BE 
Reconnected. But let’s not stop there. Let’s keep going with more to keep you informed, engaged and 
prepared. The team have been super busy, as you will see further in this week’s edition of Let’s Hui! 

He waka eke noa 



Lisa Hopkins 
Chief Executive 

#wereinittogether 
#hewakaekenoa 


